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HASSELBLAD ANNOUNCES THE X2D 100C LIGHTWEIGHT FIELD KIT, 

OFFERING A COMPLETELY WORLD-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EXPERIENCE FOR DEMANDING SHOTS ON THE GO 

 
Following the release of the latest Hasselblad flagship camera, the X2D 100C Lightweight Field 
Kit includes two distinct lenses, the XCD 4/21 and XCD 4/45P, equipping all photographers with 
a complete set of professional tools for shooting and reporting in the field. 
 
One Kit, Any Adventure 
The X2D 100C Lightweight Field Kit includes Hasselblad’s latest generation of mirrorless medium format 
cameras, the flagship X2D 100C, and the XCD 4/21 and XCD 4/45P lenses. In totality, the kit weighs only 
1810g, making it effortless to carry during long shoots, hikes to hard-to-reach places, or store away.1 

 
Both the XCD 4/21 and XCD 4/45P lenses feature world-class optics that fully unleash the potential of 
X2D 100C's 100 megapixels and reliably support the Hasselblad Natural Colour Solution (HNCS) in 
retaining true-to-life colours. This pair of ultra-wide-angle lenses with 17mm and 36mm full frame 
equivalencies cover most travel scenarios, from landscape, architecture, documentary, street, and still-
life photography, making the X2D 100C Lightweight Field Kit a versatile choice for travel and landscape 
enthusiasts. 
 
Hasselblad X2D 100C 
An unrivalled merge of form and function, the X2D 100C establishes itself as Hasselblad’s flagship 
mirrorless medium format camera. A 100-megapixel BSI CMOS sensor, 5-axis 7-stop in-body image 
stabilisation (IBIS), PDAF, and a 1TB SSD are all built into the camera, shaped from a single solid block 
of aluminium alloy machined with Scandinavian excellence. The X2D 100C combines ground-breaking 
engineering with a craftsman’s touch to put inspiration into every detail.2 
 
Hasselblad XCD 4/21 
As part of the X System lens range, the XCD 4/21 is widest Hasselblad has ever produced, taking 
advantage of its extremely short focal length to provide 17mm full frame equivalency. Like the other 
XCD Lenses, the XCD 4/21 has an integral central shutter offering a wide range of shutter speeds and 
full flash synchronisation at up to 1/2000th of a second. Just 600g, this precision-crafted lens 
incorporates two aspherical elements and features thirteen elements in nine groups to deliver superb 
image quality from lens centre to edge. A widely used 77mm filter diameter effortlessly connects XCD 
4/21 to UV/CPL/ND filters. 
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Hasselblad XCD 4/45P 
The XCD 4/45P stands as the lightest and smallest member of the XCD lens family. At just 47mm and 
320g its world class optics and 36mm full frame equivalency make the perfect lens for travel, exploration, 
and documentary photography.3 Within the lens, nine elements in seven groups – including two 
aspherical elements – create state-of-the-art optical performance. A precision-crafted leaf shutter system 
is discreet and quick, allowing for full flash synchronisation at up to 1/2000th of a second for in-studio 
and documentary photography. The XCD 4/45P has a minimum focus distance of 35cm (13.8in) and a 
maximum image scale of 1:5.2, making it also suitable for food and still-life photography. 
 
The Hasselblad X2D 100C Lightweight Field Kit has an MSRP of EUR €13,199 / CNY ¥88,799 / JPY 
¥1,627,340 including VAT and USD $12,759, excluding sales tax. It is now available to order 
immediately. See details of the new product at www.hasselblad.com. 
 
1 The X2D 100C camera body weighs 890g (including the battery and excluding the protective cover), 

the XCD 4/21 lens weighs 600g (excluding the lens hood and cap), and the XCD 4/45P lens weighs 
320g (excluding the lens hood and cap). 

2 For more details, please visit the X2D 100C product page on the official Hasselblad website. 
3 Distance from lens to the mounting flange. 
 
 
About Hasselblad 
Headquartered in Sweden, renowned around the globe. Since 1941, Hasselblad cameras have inspired 
photographers to create classic masterpieces and capture many iconic images, including documenting 
the historical moment of the first humans on the Moon. For over 80 years, Hasselblad has expanded the 
boundary of photographic storytelling with its excellent image quality, exquisite Scandinavian design, 
and meticulous craftsmanship, equipping customers with the ability and inspiration to create excellent 
images.  
 
For more information, visit Hasselblad online: www.hasselblad.com and follow us on:  
Instagram: www.instagram.com/hasselblad 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/hasselblad 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/Hasselblad  
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/hasselblad  
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/HasselbladAS  
Weibo: www.weibo.com/hasselbladofficial  
 
Visit the Hasselblad Press Room at www.hasselblad.com/press to find this press release and more 
image material.  
 


